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Abstract
Emergency prevention is based on analysis, forecasting and early response to emergencies. A systematic approach to 

solving the problem of preventing emergencies envisages forecasting emergencies by type, level and possible losses caused as 
a their results both in the state as a whole and in its regions. To implement a systematic approach based on a formalized mathe-
matical model, an organizational and technical method has been developed for predicting emergencies and possible losses caused  
as their results.
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The method is a combination of a variable order polynomial regression method, a weighted least squares method, and  
a probabilistic statistical method. This allows to compensate for the shortcomings of some at the expense of others, which will  
lead to an increase in forecasting accuracy.

A control algorithm has been developed for the implementation of an organizational and technical method for predicting 
emergency situations and possible losses caused as their results. Its use involves the implementation of a number of interrelated 
procedures. At the first stage, the collection, processing and analysis of information on emergency situations in the country for  
a certain period of monitoring is carried out. This is the basis for predicting the processes of emergencies in general, in nature, level 
and types, as well as losses due to them both in the state and its regions. The information received is taken into account when forming 
a decision on the actions of civil protection units in order to adequately respond to emergency situations and eliminate their conse-
quences. Based on the analysis of the effectiveness of the actions of the response units, the decisions on the elimination of emergency 
situations are adjusted.

The developed method makes it possible to reasonably approach the planning and implementation of organizational and 
technical measures to prevent emergency situations, taking into account the potential threats to the territories and population of the 
country’s regions.
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1. Introduction
In the last decade, a stable trend of climate change has been observed all over the world, 

an increase in the level of seismic activity of the earth’s crust, an increase in the size and power 
of technical systems, and a progressive human intervention in nature [1]. All this significantly 
increases the risks of man-made accidents and natural disasters, which leads to an increase in the 
number and scale of emergency situations of various natures.

The consequences of emergencies negatively affect the environment [2], the economies of 
countries [3], are accompanied not only by material, but also human losses, the spread of epidemics 
and pandemics.

The experience of the developed countries of the world shows that the costs of measures 
related to the prevention of emergency situations are much less than the costs of restoring the losses 
caused by them and the damage to the environment.

Emergency prevention is a set of measures aimed at regulating natural and man-made  
safety, assessing risk levels and responding in advance to them in order to prevent emergencies  
or mitigate possible consequences [4].

An important aspect of this activity is the early forecasting of the possibility of occurrence 
and economic consequences of emergencies of a technogenic, natural and social nature.

Therefore, the development of an organizational and technical method for predicting emer-
gencies and possible losses caused as their results both in the state and its regions is an urgent 
scientific and practical problem in the field of civil protection. Solving this problem will increase 
the efficiency of planning and carrying out a set of measures to prevent emergencies or minimize 
possible consequences.

The effectiveness of planning and implementing measures to prevent emergencies is 
determined by the quality of forecasting emergencies threats and possible consequences as 
their results. Disaster prevention is based on analysis, early detection, forecasting and early re-
sponse to emergencies. A systematic approach to solving the problem of forecasting emergen-
cy situations and possible losses caused as their results provides for forecasting emergency 
situations in the whole country and its regions; forecasting natural emergencies in general, by 
type and level; forecasting emergency situations of a technogenic nature; forecasting emer-
gency situations of a social nature by types, levels; forecasting possible losses as a result of  
emergency situations.

Information containing information on the predicted number of emergencies, possible 
damage and consequences as their results is important for the development of measures to pre-
vent and respond to emergencies. Emergency forecasting methods depend on the available sta-
tistical information about emergency situations and the dynamics of their development after 
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some previous monitoring period, as well as the causes and factors that cause emergencies of  
a different nature.

Forecasting emergencies of various nature and consequences as their results is carried out 
on the basis of the analysis of statistical information about emergencies in the state after some pre-
vious monitoring period.

When predicting emergency situations [5, 6], consider:
– statistical information on man-made and natural sources of emergency situations;
– possible options for the emergence and development of emergencies;
– results of extrapolation of the identified trends;
– expert assessments.
Forecasting emergencies of various natures has its own levels of complexity, for example, 

natural emergencies carry a large component of uncertainty, in contrast to man-made emergencies, 
which mainly depend on the state of technology and the human factor and are subject to formalized 
calculations.

The authors of works [7, 8] considered and analyzed the probabilistic-statistical, probabi-
listic-deterministic, deterministic-probabilistic methods of forecasting emergency situations of  
a technogenic and natural character. 

The main disadvantage of the probabilistic approach is the complexity of developing models 
of emergency processes, which significantly complicates the analysis of the development of these 
processes in dynamics. To overcome these inconveniences, linear, nonlinear, stepwise, ordinal re-
gressions are used [9]. The advantages of these models include simplicity, flexibility, and unambi-
guity of their analysis and design.

The disadvantages of linear regression models are low adaptability and the lack of the ability 
to model nonlinear processes. To estimate the parameters of linear regression models, the ordi-
nary least squares method (OLS) is used. One of the conditions for using OLS to obtain unbiased 
independent effective estimates of the parameters of the regression model is the constancy of the 
variance of the residuals for each observation or groups of observations (homoscedantity of the 
residuals). Since the models of the processes of emergence of natural and man-made emergencies, 
as a rule, have a non-linear character, this condition is not met. This means that the estimates of the 
regression parameters obtained using OLS will not have a minimum variance, which worsens the 
forecast accuracy. One way to solve this problem is to use weighted OLS to estimate the parameters 
of the regression model. 

The main disadvantage of nonlinear regression models is the complexity of determining 
the type of functional dependence, as well as the difficulty of determining the parameters of  
the model [10].

To estimate the parameters of linear regression models [5], the ordinary least squares me-
thod (OLS) is used. One of the conditions for using OLS to obtain unbiased independent effective 
estimates of the parameters of the regression model is the constancy of the variance of the residuals 
for each observation or groups of observations (homoscedasticity of the residuals). Since the mo-
dels of the processes of emergence of technogenic emergencies, as a rule, are nonlinear, this condi-
tion is not met. This means that the estimates of the regression parameters obtained using OLS will 
not have a minimum variance, which worsens the forecast accuracy. One way to solve this problem 
is to use weighted OLS to estimate the parameters of the regression model.

A large number of technogenic emergencies are caused by violations associated with equip-
ment failure (due to its lack of reliability, suitability, functional qualities during operation, physical 
wear and tear). The root causes of equipment malfunctions are lack or inadequate monitoring of 
equipment performance or lack of procedures. One of the main ways to prevent technogenic emer-
gencies [5] is to ensure reliable control over the condition and operation of equipment at industrial 
and other enterprises, and effective preventive measures.

For modeling nonlinear processes, such as the processes of occurrence of technogenic and 
natural emergencies, the authors of [11] propose to use neural network models. The main advantage 
of neural network models is nonlinearity, that is, the ability to establish nonlinear relationships bet-
ween the future and actual values of processes. The disadvantages of such models are the lack of 
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transparency in modeling, the complexity of the choice of architecture and the learning algorithm 
of the neural network.

The authors of [12] have developed methods for predicting the risks associated with emer-
gencies as a result of forest fires, and losses from emergencies. A significant drawback of this 
work is the lack of a mathematical apparatus that would describe the relationship of physical 
processes at different stages of the emergence and course of emergencies of this type. An effec-
tive method of preventing emergencies [13] is to determine the source of the fire from artificial 
earth satellites. The availability of satellite data of high spatial resolution based on a geographic 
information system (GIS) allows solving the problems of early detection of forest fires and deter-
mining their spatial coordinates in real time, predicting their consequences and developing a set 
of measures to prevent their development. The main disadvantages of such systems are the low ac-
curacy of detecting fire foci and the need to develop a general mathematical model for preventing  
such emergencies.

In [6], a combined method for predicting the process of emergence of natural emergencies 
is proposed, which allows taking into account the tendencies of periodic changes in this process. 
However, the frequency of changes in the processes of emergencies is characteristic only for natu-
ral emergencies and is not typical for emergencies of a technogenic or social nature.

Methods of expert assessments and sociological research are used to predict emergencies 
of a social nature; statistical and probabilistic methods that use data after a certain previous 
monitoring period have been studied to a lesser extent [5]. The methods of expert assessments 
are based on: obtaining the necessary information from qualified specialists of various pro-
files; scientific generalization of individual opinions of experts to develop an objective judgment  
on this issue.

Prediction of possible incurred losses as a result of an accident is possible only on the basis 
of an analysis of factual information about emergencies in the state for a certain period of mon-
itoring. Factographic forecasting methods [10] are based on emergency monitoring data. Factual 
forecasting methods include extrapolation and interpolation methods, methods of extrapolation 
by envelope curves, regression and correlation, factor models, expert models of logical modeling, 
construction of development scenarios [5, 14]. In most cases, regression analysis methods are used 
to solve this problem; statistically – probabilistic methods that use factual information for a certain 
monitoring period have been studied to a lesser extent.

Thus, the analysis of literary sources shows that the known methods are mainly aimed at 
predicting certain types of emergencies of a technogenic and natural nature. They are not of a sys-
temic nature and do not allow the forecast of emergencies as a whole, by type and level, of possible 
losses incurred both in the state and its regions.

This indicates the need to develop an organizational and technical method (OTM) for fore-
casting emergencies and possible losses caused as their results both in the state and its regions on 
the basis of a systematic approach to solving this problem.

The aim of research is to develop OTM for forecasting emergencies and the damage caused 
as their results.

To achieve this aim, it is necessary to solve the following objectives:
1. Develop, on the basis of a formalized mathematical model, OTM for forecasting emergen-

cy situations and possible losses caused as their results.
2. Develop a control algorithm for the implementation of OTM for forecasting emergency 

situations and possible losses caused as their results.
3. Check the effectiveness of the use of OTM for forecasting emergencies and possible loss-

es caused as their results.

2. Materials and methods
2. 1. Development of an organizational and technical method for predicting emergency 

situations and damage caused as their results
The method is based on a formalized mathematical model for predicting emergency situa-

tions and possible losses caused as their results, which has the form:
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,  (1)

where nE(t) – the number of emergency situations in the state; (r0, r1, r2,…, rk) – function  
parameters; n tE

i ( )  – the number of emergency situations in the i-th region; PE
i  – likelihood of an 

emergency in the i-th region in the event of an emergency in the state; nTC(t), nNС(t), nSC(t) – the  
number of emergency situations in accordance with a technogenic, natural and social nature;  
РTC, РNC, РSC – probability of emergencies in accordance with the technogenic, natural and social 
character in the state; li(t), vi(t), ri(t) – the number of emergency situations by type in accordance 
with the technogenic, natural and social character in the state; РTCi, РNCi, РSCi – the likelihood of 
emergencies of a technogenic, natural and social nature of the i-th type in the state; n tTC

i ( ), n tNC
i ( ), 

n tSC
i ( ) – the number of emergency situations in accordance with the technogenic, natural and so-

cial character in the i-th region; PTC
i ,  PNC

i ,  PSC
i  – likelihood of an emergency in accordance with  

a technogenic, natural and social nature in the i-th region in the event of an emergency in the state; 
nDP(t), nPP(t), nMP(t), nOP(t) – the number of emergency situations, respectively, at the state, regio-
nal, local and facility levels; РDP, РPP, РMP, РOP – probability of emergencies, respectively, at the 
state, regional, local and facility levels in the state; n tDP

i ( ),  n tPP
i ( ),  n tMP

i ( ),  n tOP
i ( ) – the number of 

emergency situations, respectively, of the state, regional, local and facility levels in the i-th region 
in the event of an emergency in the state; PDP

i ,  PPP
i ,  PMP

i ,  POP
i  – probability of emergencies, respec-

tively, of the state, regional, local and facility levels in the i-th region in the event of an emergency 
in the state; L(t) – losses due to the emergencies in the state.

Thus, the formalized mathematical model for forecasting emergency situations and possible 
losses as their results is a system of formalized analytical dependencies that describe the processes 
of emergencies both in the state and in its regions.

In accordance with the model (1), OTM is proposed for forecasting emergency situations 
and losses due to them. For this, models have been developed for forecasting emergency situations 
in general, by type, by levels and losses due to them both in the state and its regions. The model for 
forecasting the total number of emergencies in the state is a power polynomial of the form:
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 n a a t a t a t a tE
pr

pr pr pr k pr
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where n n tE
pr

E pr= ( ) – predicted value of the number of emergency situations in the state at the time 
of the forecast t = tpr; (a0, a1, a2,…, ak) – the coefficients of the polynomial.

The polynomial coefficients are calculated based on the weighted least squares method [15].
The predicted number of emergencies in the i-th region of the state in accordance with the 

model (1) is calculated based on the predicted number of emergencies in the country nE
pr  as a whole 

and the probability of emergencies in the region of the state PE
i as follows:

 n n PprE
i

E
pr

E
i= ⋅ ,  (3)

where n n tprE
i

E pri
= ( ) – predicted number of emergencies in the i-th region of the state at the  

time of the forecast t = tpr.
In this case, the following condition must be met:

PE
i =∑ 1.

The predicted number of emergencies in the state by the nature of origin and levels (1) is calcu-
lated on the basis of the predicted total number of emergency situations in the state nE

pr and the proba-
bilities of emergencies РTC, РNC, РSC, РDP, РPP, РMP, РOP of the corresponding nature and level [6]:

 n n PprTC E
pr

TC= ⋅ ; n n PprNC E
pr

NC= ⋅ ; n n PprSC E
pr

SC= ⋅ ,  (4)

 n n PprDP E
pr

DP= ⋅ ; n n PprPP E
pf

PP= ⋅ ; n n PprMP E
pr

MP= ⋅ ;  n n PprOP E
pr

OP= ⋅ , (5)

where nprTC = nTC(tpr), nprNC = nNC(tpr), nrSC = nSC(tpr) – predicted number of emergency situations 
in accordance with a technogenic, natural and social nature in the state for the forecast period 
nEDP = nDP(tpr), nprPP = nPP(tpr), nprMP = nMP(tpr), nprOP = nOP(tpr) – predicted number of emergen-
cy situations, respectively, at the state, regional, local and facility levels in the state at the time  
of forecast t = tpr.

In this case, the following conditions must be met:

P P PTC NC SC+ + = 1;  P P P PDP PP MP OP+ + + = 1.

In accordance with the model (1), the predicted number of emergencies of the corresponding 
nature and level in the regions of the state is equal to:

 n P nprTC TC prTC
i i= ⋅ ;  n P nprNC NC prNC

i i= ⋅ ;  n P nprSC SC prSC
i i= ⋅ ,  (6)

 n P nprDP DP prDP
i i= ⋅ ;  n P nprPP PP prPP

i i= ⋅ ;  n P nprMP MP prMP
i i= ⋅ ;  n P nprOP OP prOP

i i= ⋅ ,  (7)

where n n tprTC
i

TC pri
= ( ),  n n tprNC

i
NC pri

= ( ), n n tprSC
i

SC pri
= ( ) – predicted number of emergencies in 

accordance with the technogenic, natural and social nature in the i-th region of the state for the 
forecast period; n n tprDP

i
DP
i

pr= ( ), n n tprPP
i

PP
i

pr= ( ),  n n tprMP
i

MP
i

pr= ( ),  n n tprOP
i

OP
i

pr= ( ) – predicted 
number of emergency situations, respectively, at the state, regional, local and facility levels in the 
regions of Ukraine for the forecast period.

In this case, the following condition must be met:

PTC
i =∑ 1;  PNC

i =∑ 1;  PSC
i =∑ 1.

The predicted number of emergencies by type in accordance with the technogenic, natural 
and social nature in the state is calculated based on the forecast of the total number of technogenic, 
natural and social emergencies in the country:
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 l t n Pi pr prTC TCi
( ) ;= ⋅  νi pr prNC NCt n P

i
( ) ;= ⋅  r t n Pi pr prSC SCi

( ) ,= ⋅  (8)

the necessary conditions:

PTCi
=∑ 1;  PNCi

=∑ 1; PSCi
=∑ 1.

Forecast data on the number of natural, technogenic and social emergencies in accordance 
with the types and levels are the basis for assessing possible losses as their results. The total fore-
casted losses as result of an emergency in the state is the amount of damage caused as a result of an 
emergency of a man-made, natural and social nature:

 L t L t L t L tprp TC pr NC pr SC pr( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),= + +  (9)

where L(tpr) – total predicted losses as a result of emergency situations; LTC(tpr) – losses due to 
emergencies of a technogenic nature; LNC(tpr) – losses due to emergencies of a natural nature;  
LSC(tpr) – losses due to emergencies of a social nature.

Forecasting of losses due to emergencies of a technogenic nature of LTC(tpr) is carried out in 
accordance with the regression-probabilistic forecasting method. It takes into account the average 
losses and their standard deviations from real values based on the statistical data on emergencies 
for a certain monitoring period.

Estimates of the predicted values of losses will be in the range:

 L L t LprTC
av

TC pr prTC
av− < < +σ σ( ) , (10)

where LprTC
av  – estimate of the predicted average damage caused as a result of a technogenic  

emergency; LTC(tpr) – estimate of the predicted damage caused by emergencies of a technogenic 
nature; σ – average deviation of the estimated estimates of the damage caused as a result of a tech-
nogenic emergency.

Prediction of possible losses as a result of natural emergencies is based on the fact that the total 
amount of damage from them is calculated as the sum of losses due to emergencies of various types:

 L t L tNC pr j pr
j

n

( ) ( ),=
=

∑
1

 (11)

where LNC(tpr) – total amount of forecasted losses due to emergencies of a natural nature;  
Lj(tpr) – losses due to natural emergencies of the j-th type.

Forecasted losses as a result of natural emergencies of the j-th type can be estimated taking 
into account their number by levels and the share in incurred losses per one emergency. So, for 
example, the predicted losses as a result of the emergencies of a hydrometeorological nature can  
be estimated in accordance with the following expression:

 L t v t v t v t vj pr jDP pr jDP jPP pr jPP jMP pr jMP jOP( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + +Π Π Π (( ) ,t pr jOP⋅ Π  (12)

where ПjDP, ПjPP, ПjOP, ПjMP – the share in the inflicted losses of the j-th type of the natio-
nal system, respectively, of the state, regional, local and facility levels; vjDP(tpr), vjPP(tpr), vjMP(tpr),  
vjOP(tpr) – predicted number of emergency situations of the j-th type, respectively, of the state,  
regional, local and facility levels.

Forecasting of losses due to a social accident of the LІС(tpr) is carried out on the basis of the 
average losses per one accident and the forecasted number of emergency situations.

Thus, the proposed OTM for forecasting emergencies and possible losses caused as their results.
The method is based on a formalized mathematical model, which includes:
– wmergency forecasting models for the whole country and its regions;
– forecasting models of natural emergencies in general, by types and levels in the state  

and its regions;
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– forecasting models of technogenic emergencies in general, by types and levels in the  
state and its regions;

– forecasting models for emergencies of a social nature in general, by type and level in  
the state and its regions;

– models of forecasting losses due to the emergencies in the state.

2. 2. Development of a control algorithm for an organizational and technical method 
for predicting emergencies and damage caused as their results 

The control algorithm that implements OTM for predicting emergency situations and 
damage caused as their results, shown in Fig. 1. The algorithm consists of 9 blocks located at  
7 hierarchical levels.

Fig. 1. The control algorithm of the organizational and technical method for predicting 
emergencies and damage caused as their results
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The first level is a block for collecting and processing statistical information about emer-
gencies for a certain monitoring period. Collection of information about sources, risks and con-
sequences of emergencies is aimed at obtaining statistical information about emergencies both 
in the state as a whole and in its regions. Systematization of information provides for such pro-
cessing and reduction of information to a form that allows for its analysis and development of 
management decisions. The second level includes a block for analyzing information about emer-
gencies as a whole, by nature, types and levels in the state. At the third level, there is a block for 
analyzing information about emergency situations in general, by nature and levels in the regions 
of the state. At the fourth level, there is a block for forecasting the processes of emergencies  
in general, by nature, level and types in the state. At the fifth level there is a block for fore-
casting processes.

At the sixth level, there is a block for predicting possible losses caused as a result of emer-
gency situations. The seventh level is a block for forming a decision regarding the actions of civil 
protection units (CP) for the intended purpose and a block for evaluating the effectiveness and 
correcting decisions based on an analysis of the actions of CP units.

Thus, the OTM control algorithm for forecasting emergency situations and losses due to 
them implements the developed mathematical model and consists of 9 blocks, which are located at 
7 hierarchical levels and are connected by direct and feedback links.

3. Results and discussion
Let’s check the effectiveness of the developed method on the basis of emergency monitoring 

statistics for a certain period of observation. It should be noted, however, that statistical data must 
be complete, objective and correct. Otherwise, the results obtained may have significant errors, or 
may not correspond to reality at all.

The features of the use of OTM for forecasting emergencies and the damage caused as their 
results in different countries will be determined by the following factors:

– availability and reliability of emergency statistics;
– regional structure of the state;
– specifics of the classification of emergency situations by type and level.
Based on the statistical data on emergencies [16, 17], studies of the effectiveness of the  

use of OTM were carried out on the example of Ukraine, based on the following reasons:
– unlike other countries, for Ukraine, correct statistical data on emergencies in general,  

by type, level and nature of origin, are fully generalized;
– for emergencies, there are known signs of their classification by types and levels.
However, only statistical data for 2013–2018 were taken into account, since the data for 

2019 and 2020 are not entirely correct and do not correspond to reality throughout Ukraine.  
This is due to the lack of data on emergencies in some territories of the state temporarily con-
trolled by Ukraine. Therefore, forecasting emergency situations for 2019–2020 due to the lack 
of data on emergency situations in such parts of Ukraine as Autonomous Republic of Crimea, 
Donetsk, Luhansk regions will have significant errors.

As an efficiency criterion, let’s choose the module of the relative forecast error, which is 
calculated on the basis of previous statistical data as follows:

 ∆
∆

= =
∑ i
i

n

n
1 ,  (13)

where |Δ| – module of the average relative forecast error; |Δi| – module of the relative error of  
the i-th step of the forecast; n – amount of statistical data.

The forecast of the number of emergencies in general, by type and level both in the state 
and its regions, in this study is assessed as an optimistic option n nE

pr
E
pro = −( ),1 ∆  and a pessimistic  

one n nE
pr

E
prn = +( ).1 ∆

The results of studies using OTM for predicting emergencies and damage caused as their 
results are given in Table 1.
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Table 1
Comparison of forecast and actual values for the period 2013–2018

Parameter
Year

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Number of technogenic emergencies Actual quantity 75 74 63 56 50 48

Optimistic forecast 74 67 59 54 49 46
Pessimistic forecast 86 79 67 62 54 50

Number of natural emergencies Actual quantity 56 59 77 89 107 77
Optimistic forecast 51 48 62 88 97 76
Pessimistic forecast 58 59 78 97 108 81

Number of social emergencies Actual quantity 12 10 8 4 9 3
Optimistic forecast 11 9 7 4 8 3
Pessimistic forecast 15 13 9 6 11 5

Number of emergency situations at the state level Actual quantity 1 5 2 1 2 2
Optimistic forecast 1 4 1 1 1 1
Pessimistic forecast 2 5 2 2 2 2

Number of emergency situations at the regional level Actual quantity 11 9 9 9 8 6
Optimistic forecast 10 8 8 8 7 5
Pessimistic forecast 12 10 9 9 9 7

Number of emergency situations at the local level Actual quantity 58 59 62 64 70 64
Optimistic forecast 55 52 54 56 63 63
Pessimistic forecast 64 62 64 67 72 65

Number of emergency situations at the facility level Actual quantity 73 70 75 75 86 56
Optimistic forecast 70 62 65 66 79 55
Pessimistic forecast 81 74 77 78 89 58

Losses due to emergencies (million EUR) Actual quantity 12.01 6.02 16.14 8.04 27.18 15.45
Optimistic forecast 11.82 4.55 13.64 6.67 24.25 13.7
Pessimistic forecast 13.64 6.36 16.24 8.18 27.27 15.69

Using expressions (9)–(12), predictive (optimistic, pessimistic) values of losses due to 
emergency situations are calculated. Analyzing the statistical data [16, 17] and expression (12), 
it is possible to conclude that the main contribution to the amount of losses from emergencies is  
made by the emergencies of the state level, and then the regional one.

From the data obtained (Table 1), it can be seen that when predicting, for example, the num-
ber of technogenic emergencies for 2018, let’s obtain a range of possible values from 46 to 50. More-
over, the actual value of the number of emergencies is 48. Based on the forecast of the number of 
emergencies, an assessment of losses due to these emergency situations was carried out. The calcu-
lation of losses due to the emergencies was carried out in the national currency of Ukraine (UAH),  
however, for clarity, in Table 1 the received data are recalculated at the current exchange rate and 
reflected in EUR (1 EUR – 33 UAH). Thus, the value of the range of losses as a result of emergency 
situations for 2018 is 13.7...15.69 million EUR, and the actual value is 15.45 million EUR. It should 
be noted that the larger the sample of statistical data for previous years, the more accurate forecast-
ing can be made. In addition, it is possible to use OTM to make a forecast for a longer period (two, 
three years). However, this will lead to a significant increase in the relative error.

The main disadvantage of the existing methods and models for forecasting emergencies 
and damage caused is the focus on forecasting certain types of emergencies, does not allow for  
a comprehensive forecast of emergencies as a whole.

The advantage of the developed OTM is that it has a combined character. OTM allows to 
forecast the processes of emergencies in a complex manner, by nature, types, levels, and to assess 
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possible losses as their results, both in the state and in its regions. The model for forecasting the 
number of emergency situations for a certain warning period makes a forecast taking into account 
the systematic (trend), periodic and random components of this process. Evaluation of these com-
ponents of the forecasting process allows for a deeper analysis of the causes of their occurrence.

In the results of experimental studies, it was found that OTM makes it possible to forecast 
emergency situations as a whole, by type and level for a year ahead with an average relative forecast 
error of no more than 8 %. The error in estimating possible losses caused as a result of an accident 
is no more than 6.2 % (Table 1). This is due to the combination of various methods, in particular 
the polynomial-regression method with variable order, the weighted least squares method and the 
probabilistic-statistical method, allowing to compensate for the shortcomings of some at the ex-
pense of others.

The developed OTM allows reasonably, taking into account predictive information about 
the processes of emergencies in the state, regions, to approach the planning and implementation of 
organizational and technical measures aimed at preventing emergencies and minimizing possible 
consequences.

Restrictions on the use of OTM may be caused by the insufficient volume or incorrectness 
of reliable statistical data on emergencies in the state and its regions.

Further development of research in this direction should be focused on studying the in-
fluence of various destabilizing factors, both separately and in their totality. As such factors, it is 
possible to consider the frequency and cyclicality of the processes of emergencies (in particular, 
their seasonal fluctuations) in the state and its various regions of the country.

Thus, the aforementioned confirms the prospects of applying OTM to solving the problem 
of forecasting emergencies and the damage caused as their results.

4. Conclusions
1. OTP for forecasting emergencies and possible losses caused as their results has been 

developed. The method is based on a formalized mathematical model, which includes models for 
forecasting emergencies as a whole, by type, level and possible losses as their results both on  
a national scale and in each region. OTM combines a variable-order polynomial-regression me-
thod, a weighted least squares method, and a probabilistic-statistical method. The use of the method 
makes it possible to improve the accuracy of forecasting emergency situations and assessing pos-
sible losses both in the state as a whole and in its regions. The method implements the principle of  
a systematic approach to solving the problem of comprehensive forecasting of emergency processes 
both in the state and its regions. This makes it possible to reasonably approach the planning and  
implementation of organizational and technical measures to prevent emergencies, taking into ac-
count the potential threats to the territories and population of the country’s regions.

2. A control algorithm has been developed that implements OTM for forecasting emergen-
cy situations and possible losses caused as their results. Its use involves the implementation of  
a number of interrelated procedures. At the first stage, the collection, processing and analysis of 
information about emergencies in the state for a certain period of monitoring is carried out. This 
is the basis for predicting the processes of emergencies in general, in terms of nature, level and 
types, as well as losses due to them both in the state and its regions. The information obtained is 
taken into account when forming a decision on the actions of the central control units in order to 
adequately respond to emergencies and eliminate their consequences. Based on the analysis of the 
effectiveness of the actions of the response units, the decisions on the elimination of emergencies 
are adjusted. The algorithm consists of 9 blocks located at 7 hierarchical levels and connected by 
direct and reverse logical connections.

3. The results of experimental studies have shown that the use of OTM makes it possible to 
forecast emergencies in general, by type and level, both in the state and in its regions. Moreover, 
the average relative forecast error does not exceed 8 %. The average relative error in forecasting 
possible incurred losses as a result of an accident is 6.2 %. The effectiveness of the use of OTM 
will depend on the reliability of statistical data on the nature, type, level of emergencies and their 
regional distribution in the state for a certain period of monitoring.
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